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Abstract. Open Educational Resources have emerged as important elements of education in the contemporary society, promoting life-long and personalized learning that transcends social, economic and geographical barriers. To achieve the potential of OERs and bring impact on education, it is necessary to increase their development and supply. However, one of the current challenges is how to produce quality and relevant OERs to be reused and adapted to different contexts and learning situations. In this paper we proposed an agile method for the development of OERs – AM-OER, grounded on agile practices from Software Engineering. Learning Design practices from the OULDI project (UK Open University) are also embedded into the AM-OER aiming at improving quality and facilitating reuse and adaptation of OERs. In order to validate AM-OER, an experiment was conducted by applying it in the development of an OER on software testing. The results showed preliminary evidences on the applicability, effectiveness and efficiency of the method in the development of OERs.
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1. Introduction

Open Educational Resources (OERs) have been gaining importance for promoting life-long and personalized learning, helping to break demographic, economic, and geographic educational boundaries (Yuan et al., 2008). OERs refer to digital materials provided freely and openly for educators, learners/self-learners to be (re)used with the purpose of teaching, learning and research (OECD, 2007). They range from lecture notes, images or audio and video files up to course materials, full courses and textbooks, as well as any software or other tools, materials or techniques used to support the construction and access to knowledge.

OERs open new possibilities for the production and dissemination of knowledge, while promoting an adaptive learning environment, suitable for each individual needs. Open educational practices, especially those based on the construction and adoption
of OERs, offer opportunities for innovation on different levels and learning modalities (face-to-face, blended or distance learning) with significant impact on education.

Despite the transformative potential of OERs to facilitate the access to knowledge and improve the education at a global level, many issues are still challenging. One of the challenges faced by developers and practitioners of OERs has been how to produce quality and relevant materials that can be reused and adapted in different contexts and learning situations. In addition, educators have difficulty in understanding the implicit design behind OERs and how to reuse and adapt them to their own teaching context (Dimitriadis et al., 2009). The design and quality of available OERs have been hindering their potential for (re)use, also constituting issues that need more attention (OPAL, 2011; Conole, 2013).

In a different but related perspective, Learning Design (LD) has developed as a means of helping teachers make informed choices in terms of creating pedagogically effective learning interventions that make effective use of technologies. Research on LD has increased in the last few years primarily due to the gap between the potential and current use of technology to support teaching and learning (Conole, 2013).

In the context of OERs, studies have suggested the need for systematic and, at the same time, flexible approaches to support their design, creation and sharing (Sclater, 2009; Conole et al., 2009; Arimoto et al., 2014). In most initiatives related to the delivery of OERs, the production activities are the most costly, highlighting the need for an effective process for a sustainable delivery of OERs (Schuwer et al., 2010). However, initiatives to foster the design and creation of quality OERs with reduced time and costs are still incipient. There is no evidence in the literature of approaches to effectively support the development of OERs (Arimoto and Barbosa, 2012).

This paper offers a contribution to address this need, by establishing an agile method for the development of OERs named AM-OER. The method learns from Software Engineering practices, particularly agile methods Scrum (Schwaber, 1995) and eXtreme Programming (XP) (Beck and Andres, 2004). Scrum and XP have different but complementary approaches. While the focus of the Scrum is on the planning and project management, XP focuses on the software development practices. Both focus on collaborative and flexible aspects of development and improvement of quality and productivity, which are concerns regarding the development of OERs.

AM-OER also embeds practices of LD that originate in the Open Learning Design Initiative (OULDI) project (Brasher et al., 2012), proposed by the UK Open University. We incorporate practices of LD into the AM-OER that considers not only LD as dynamic process but also allows for the design to evolve incrementally, and be modified and enhanced as needed. The idea is to facilitate the reuse and adaptation of OERs and to contribute to their quality by embedding pedagogical design practices. An empirical study was performed in order to validate AM-OER by applying it in the design and creation of an OER on software testing.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we summarize some proposals related to this work; In Section 3 we describe the main characteristics and related practices, roles, phases and activities of AM-OER; In Section 4 we report an empirical assessment study to validate AM-OER by designing and creating an OER on software testing; In Section 5 we summarize the analysis and results of the experiment conducted; concluding remarks and future work are presented in Section 6.
2. Related Work

2.1. Development of OERs

There are several approaches for the development of learning materials in general. Most of them are based on traditional approaches derived from software development. Examples of such approaches include the methods for the development of Learning Objects (LOs) (Kemczinski et al., 2012; Braga et al., 2013). These approaches are plan-driven and have characteristics in common, with little flexibility and lack of involvement of users (especially educators and learners) throughout the development. Due to their strictly sequential characteristics, the development process becomes little flexible and adaptable to changes. In general, the team can only advance to the next stage after finishing the previous one.

There are initiatives that intend to make the development of LOs more collaborative and flexible. Boyle et al. (2006) proposed an agile method for LOs, covering the main phases of the development process. Similarly, Lapolli et al. (2010) proposed a model based on agile practices focusing on the content and instructional design.

The approaches aforementioned are focused only on the development of LOs, and may not be suitable for the context of OERs. Little attention is given specifically to the development of OERs. Patricia et al. (2010) proposed a life cycle for the development of OERs with a set of well-defined phases based on ADDIE model (Molenda, 2003) that follows the traditional approach for software development, therefore, having the same shortcomings of the approaches previously mentioned.

Finally, particularly regarding to the use of agile methods in the context of OERs, Masson and Udas (2009) discuss the use of principles and practices of agile methods for enabling adoption and management of OERs. However, the authors have proposed an agile approach only focused on management of OERs.

2.2. Learning Design

The Open University Learning Design Initiative (OULDI) was initiated in 2007 to derive a more “practice-focused approach” for LD. It includes a set of practices and artifacts to represent design:

- Macro-level (the course map view): provides an overview of main components for the course, enabling educators to think about the design of a course based on four dimensions: contents and experience; (2) guide and support; (3) communication and collaboration; and (4) reflection and demonstration.
- Meso-level (the learning outcomes view): shows how learning activities and assessment tasks are linked with the intended learning outcomes of the course.
- Pedagogy profile: articulates type of activities in which learners undertaken during the course, categorized as assimilative, information handling, communication, productive, experimental, adaptive and evaluation.
- Course dimensions: provide more information on the nature of the course and how it is supported. It can be seen as a refinement of the course map view.
- Micro-level (the task swimlane view): maps tasks that the learners undertake to the contents and tools they use during the activities in the course.

Although the OULDI approach intends to make the design more explicit, it does not specify the steps and guidelines for a LD process for the design of OERs. Besides that, a LD approach cannot be seen as a set of separate levels, often requiring refinement and improvement. This implies that the design should allow moving back and forwards to the process according to the needs (Avraamidou and Economou, 2012).

Our proposal focuses on the whole development process of OERs. It combines agile practices and LD practices to promote flexibility and productivity during the development, and to allow designing and creating pedagogically effective OERs.

3. AM-OER Overview

In Fig. 1 we illustrate the AM-OER development flow and its general characteristics and practices (discussed in Section 3.1). The OER development project starts from the learning needs and/or problems identified by the educators. Then, a high-level initial architecture with the main components needed to the OER is sketched. Team gets together to plan the OER releases (small deliveries of OER) and the sprints (predefined period of time) needed to develop them. They define which parts (modules) of OER will be designed and created firstly, in the current sprint. Modules are developed iteratively and incrementally by short sprints, with a sprint lasting from days to few weeks. During the
sprint, team members communicate and constantly interact with each other to discuss the development activities, monitor their progress, and to identify the main obstacles that hinder the progress of work.

At the end of the sprint, the team gets together to evaluate the produced release and the progress of the sprint as a whole, identifying changes, improvements and needs for new components. Small releases of the OER approved by the educators are delivered in a short period of time to be used by learners, obtaining important feedback about their learning experiences on the OER. The process is repeated until all planned releases are developed and a final version of the OER is delivered (final and updated release).

Next, we describe the AM-OER method, focusing on its main characteristics and related practices, roles and phases.

3.1. Characteristics and Practices

AM-OER has a set of characteristics and practices derived from Software Engineering (Ambler, 2001; Schwaber, 1995) and LD (Conole, 2013). Collectively implemented, they effectively assist and guide the process of OERs development.

In Table 1 we summarize some agile practices we incorporated into the AM-OER. Following we describe how these practices were adapted and combined with LD practices to support the design and creation of OERs.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agile practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small releases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprint planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture envisioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterative modeling/design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model/design storming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refactoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprint review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprint retrospective</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1.1. Short-term and Continuous Planning

The OER project focuses on short-term and continuous planning in each development cycle. Firstly, the team gets together to plan and agree about the small releases to be delivered in a short period of time, ranging from a week or more to months. In the context of OERs, a release consists of a set of modules or small modules (parts of units of learning) composed by learning contents, learning activities, assessments, roles and tools needed to the intended learning.

The team plans the sprint(s) needed to develop the releases. Each release is divided into one or more sprints. Sprints are shorter, ranging from days to few weeks. The team conducts the sprint planning to decide on what will be delivered at the end of the current sprint, and on the way in which the work will be conducted. Then, the team members select the amount of work that each one can develop within the sprint. At the end, it is possible to obtain a detailed plan of what will be developed within the sprint.

3.1.2. Dynamic and Incremental Design

The design process of OERs is dynamic and involves the whole team, especially educators and learners. By using the term “educators” we also include practitioners, teachers, lectures and tutors. The design is performed incrementally, allowing modifications and improvements be carried out in any part of the process. The design involves design just enough for the current sprint, prioritizing the most relevant aspects to be addressed by the OERs under development (simple design) (Ambler, 2001). OERs are designed to facilitate the understanding about how contents, activities, roles and tools associated to the OERs should be connected and interact with each other to contribute to a more effective learning.

Architecture envisioning is adapted to the context of OERs at the beginning of the project (known as sprint #0) to obtain an overall structure of the intended OER. LD practices (Conole, 2013) are used together to help educators and potential learners to think about and define the key components of the intended OER, including: (1) main learning contents needed; (2) context and application domain; (3) learning assessment activities; and (4) learners/educators dialogical and collaboration issues.

Iterative design is adapted to the context of OERs at the beginning of a sprint (sprint #0) to sketch iteratively and incrementally the learning structure for the OER. LD practices are used together to describe and map the main components of the intended learning structure, including learning activities and their connections to the intended learning outcomes, the contents, the tools and assessments.

Design storming is adapted to the context of OERs before creating related contents to sketch specific aspects of the OER activities flow. LD practices are used together to describe and map how learners will interact with their individual activities and tasks, specific contents or resources/tools, and assessments. It triggers refining and decomposition of activities from learning structure into simpler individual activities and tasks, helping educators to reflect upon an aspect of design solutions.
3.1.3. **Iterative and Incremental Development**

The development of OERs occurs incrementally by short and repetitive sprints. The iterative and incremental characteristic provides a flexible approach, in which responses to changes can be made faster during the process to minimize their cost and impact.

Releases are delivered periodically throughout the process and to be used by a target audience. The aim is to ensure that learners have the opportunity to use and evaluate them, providing rapid feedback on the OER. New learning contents and enhancement requests are produced by the team as development progresses. By using **refactoring**, the team can review and improve the OER under development through small changes without changing the intended learning outcomes. This should be performed whenever an opportunity for change and/or improvement is identified during the development.

Modules of OER are integrated and validated throughout the process (**continuous integration**) by the team. At the end of all sprints planned for the development of OER, a stable and robust release is delivered.

3.1.4. **Collaborative Approach**

All those involved in the OERs development should interact and cooperate constantly throughout the development. This helps to solve problems related to the specification, design and implementation more quickly, reducing time and effort and contributing to a more effective development process of OERs.

The **active participation of users** (educators and learners) is encouraged throughout the process, either in person or via collaborative technologies (Web 2.0 tools such as wikis, microblogging, social networking and instant messaging systems). They assist in the establishment of the goals of OER, together with the learning objectives, learning activities and pathways, contents, tools and assessments.

During the OERs development, several activities are carried out in groups through brainstorming and workshop sessions (such as initial architecture envisioning, sprint planning, iterative design, design storming, sprint review, and sprint retrospective), either face-to-face or by synchronous communications (text mode or videoconference). **Collaborative development** is promoted, increasing the interaction and communication amongst all involved in the development.

3.1.5. **Early and Continuous Evaluation**

Evaluation is carried out early and continuously throughout the development process. During the **sprint review**, at the end of the sprint, educators (and learners) have the opportunity to check whether the OER being created is in agreement with those previously planned before the sprint starts. It is possible to identify new perspectives for the OER, possibility of modifications and/or inclusion of new learning contents and needs for improvements in a short period of time, minimizing the cost of change.

During the **sprint retrospective**, the team members have the opportunity to think about how the OER development is progressing. They can identify and analyze the problems and mistakes occurred during the process. Lessons learned help them to decide what can be done to improve the performance of next sprints.
3.2. Roles

The AM-OER team should have multidisciplinary characteristics and bring together the skills needed for agile development of OERs. AM-OER considers four roles:

1. User.
3. Coach.
4. Development Team.

The User collaborates with the development team, pointing out the problems, needs and key characteristics for the OER, having associated roles: (1) Educator: he/she provides support for determining relevant components of OER. Plays a fundamental role as a creator and consumer of OER, helping to develop and validate the contents and activities; and (2) Learner: uses the OER during the development process and evaluates whether the learning objectives are being met. He/she is encouraged to get involved throughout the OER project to obtain feedback early and guide the development.

The IP Expert is responsible for identifying and establishing which persons and institutions have intellectual property rights on the OER. He/she plays an essential role especially when the OER is derived from third-part materials, maintaining clearly defined the intellectual property rights.

The Coach detains global knowledge on the whole development process. He/she works closely with users and development team, serving as a communication channel between them. He/she is responsible for managing the progress of the project, solving/minimizing the conflicts, problems and obstacles faced by team.

The Development Team designs and creates the contents and activities associated to the OER such as content editing, sequence of learning activities and integration of multimedia components. It can have associated roles: (1) Designer: he/she models the contents and their relationship with learning activities, tools, roles involved in the learning intervention, and the learning outcomes; (2) Media creator: he/she selects and creates the appropriate media to the context of OER, ensuring their accuracy, consistence and organization; and (3) Reviewer: he/she implements and executes the validation and verification activities to ensure the quality of OER.

3.3. Phases

The life cycle proposed to support the agile development of OERs follows the iterative and incremental characteristic of agile methods. Sprints are shorter to promote visibility for the OER under development, i.e., an opportunity for educators perceive how the development of OERs is progressing during the cycle. The aim is to provide the educators with mechanisms for monitoring the OERs development. Besides that, a small release of OER is incrementally delivered in relatively short period of time to be used by learners, obtaining important feedback about their learning experience, which can be used to improve and incorporate new components to the OER.
The AM-OER life cycle for OERs is flexible, allowing the team to make changes, if necessary, during the development of OERs. The life cycle is divided into three phases (Fig. 2):

(1) Kickoff.
(2) Development.
(3) Sharing.

3.3.1. **Kickoff**
This phase comprises the beginning of the project (sprint #0), wherein users (educators and learners) come together with the development team to identify and discuss on the learning needs and/or problems to be addressed by the OER and its overall structure. In Table 2 we summarize the steps of this phase, including the main participants,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Input/output Documents</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identify learning needs</td>
<td>Whole team</td>
<td></td>
<td>Objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish learning contents</td>
<td>Educators/Development team</td>
<td>Objectives</td>
<td>Main contents established (Initial architecture view)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish learning assessments</td>
<td>Educators/Development team</td>
<td>Objectives</td>
<td>Assessment activities (Initial architecture view)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish means of communication and collaboration</td>
<td>Educators/Development team</td>
<td>Means of communication and collaboration established (Initial architecture view)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the input and/or support documents, and the outcomes and/or artifacts. The steps are described next.

Boyle et al. (2006) argue that a common deficiency of many learning materials is the inadequate analysis of the learner’s needs. Then, we must focus on the needs and problems that learners face. In this case, the educator plays a crucial role as a source of information, since he/she has expertise on the student’s background and on the knowledge domain.

To help in identifying the learning needs/problems, some issues should be considered:

- What are the main needs and/or motivations for developing an OER?
- What are the problems to be addressed by the OER to meet the learning needs?
- Who is the target audience (for instance, informal learning, primary and secondary school, undergraduate and graduate, and lifelong learning)?
- What is the learning context and application domain of the intended OER?

Educators start by establishing the general goals of the OER, i.e., what they intend to cover/present in the OER to be developed. For instance, the general goal of an OER could be: (1) to explain the fundamentals of functional (black-box) testing technique; or (2) to provide students a general introduction to testing in concurrent programs.

Educators sketch the learning objectives of the OER, consisting of specific statement of teaching/learning intention. DeVries (2013) highlights that many OERs do not have basic elements of LD such as learning objectives. This makes it hard to assess the OER in terms of its overall purpose and learning outcomes, and of the pedagogical alignment of learning materials, activities and assessments. He also argues that learning objectives are essential elements for reuse, help identifying if an OER has the level of coverage and depth appropriate to be used in a different context or learning situation.

Bloom’s taxonomy (Bloom et al., 1956) is useful for defining learning objectives. Such taxonomy intends to organize the acquisition of cognitive skills/learning into levels (i.e., Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, and Evaluation), facilitating the identification and measurement of the learning objectives.

Examples of learning objectives statements may be: (1) students would understand the main ideas behind testing on concurrent programs; or (2) students will be able to plan and implement test cases in concurrent programs using functional testing.

Educators also need to specify the context or domain in which the OER will initially intended to be applied. The context should also address cultural and languages issues. For instance, learning materials in English are very common worldwide, but cultural context of learning usually differs from one country to another. Then, these issues should be considered during the design and creation of OERs.

After established the learning needs, the team discusses about its overall structure. The main components of the OER are sketched, but without too much detail, following the concept of architecture envisioning (Ambler, 2001), as the design should be constantly evolving throughout the sprints. Practices of LD (Conole, 2013) are used together to identify and map the main components of the OER including the contents
needed, the ways of learning assessment and how learners will interact with educators and colleagues. An Initial Architecture View is created based on the Course Map View of OULDI (Brasher et al., 2012). The Initial Architecture View is used as input for the next phase.

The contents to be developed and integrated in the OER should be established in a high level, without going into details on the type of content or media (for instance, whether it will be an open textbook, a research paper, a podcast or a video) to be used. There is no need to identify all contents a priori; further contents can be added or changed later. Pre-requisites or expertise needed to use the OER should be also specified, including a calendar with information about the duration related to its usage in a course or training.

To help in establishing the contents of the OER, some issues should be considered:

- How will OER modules be delivered to learners (face-to-face, online or hybrid)?
- How will learners be supported (face-to-face, online or hybrid)?
- How will subjects, topics or concepts be introduced to learners?
- What kind of activities learners will need to perform?

Examples of learning contents may include: lessons, lab activities, guidelines, readings, examples, support materials, case studies, pilot projects, among others.

Educators need to think about and establish how learners will be evaluated within a learning intervention. Learning assessment activities help educators gather evidence from learners during a class/course to adjust and improve their teaching strategies. In the same way, the learners can adjust and improve their learning strategies according to the learning assessment activities. To help in the definition of the learning assessment activities, educators should consider the following issues:

- How will assessment activities be (online, paper based or both)?
- Which assessment strategy will be used (diagnostic, formative, summative or all of them)?

Examples of learning assessment activities may be: in-text questions, self-assessment questions, oral or written presentations, reports, essays, among others.

Finally, educators need to think about and define the dialogical and collaboration aspects related to the usage of OER. For this, some issues should be considered:

- How will learners communicate and collaborate with their colleagues (online, face-to-face, both)?
- How learners will communicate and collaborate with educators (online, face-to-face, both)?
- How learners will perform their activities (individually, peer-to-peer-work, work in a group)?

Examples of means of communication and collaboration may include: instant messaging system, chat, social networking, mailing list, brainstorming sessions, peer-to-peer works, work in groups, among others.

At the end of this phase, the whole team needs to agree on the general goals, the learning objectives and the Initial Architecture View of the desired OER. Then, the new OER is approved and can be developed in the next phase.
3.3.2. Development

The development phase comprises the whole effort to plan, search, create and evaluate the OER within a sprint. In Table 3 we summarize the steps for planning, designing, creating and evaluating an OER, including the main participants, the input and/or support documents, and/or the outcomes or artifacts. The steps are described next.

Before starting the development cycle (sprint #1), the whole team comes together through a workshop session to conduct the *sprint planning* under the supervision and mediation of Coach. Small modules of the OER should be prioritised and selected to be developed during the current sprint based on the Initial Architecture View.

Firstly, the team should establish a plan for a release to be delivered to a target audience. Depending on the size of project, an OER can have one or more releases and each release can need one or more short sprints.

Educators should prioritize the small modules of the OER and introduce to the designers and media creators, indicating what should be done with each one. They should focus on the most relevant aspects to be addressed by the OER. Other secondary aspects or less important should be discussed later during the development. Then, the development team should select the modules to be created in the current sprint taking into account the priority of the OER modules previously established.

The development team can make estimatives to predict the effort to create or repurpose an OER, or to predict the duration of the OER project as a whole.

The OER is designed iteratively in small increments (*iterative design*). By incorporating practices of LD, a lightweight design for learning activities, content/tools, assessment/learning outcomes and their relationship are sketched out, enabling team to think about and define strategies for each sprint. The result produces the Learning Structure View for the current sprint, based on the Learning Outcomes View of OULDI (Brasher *et al.*, 2012). The Learning Structure View is a mandatory artifact used, updated and integrated throughout the development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Input/output Documents</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prioritize and select OER</td>
<td>Whole team</td>
<td>Initial architecture view</td>
<td>OER modules prioritized and selected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modules</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Learning structure view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design the learning structure</td>
<td>Whole team</td>
<td>Objectives/Initial architecture view</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define metadata</td>
<td>Educators/Development team</td>
<td>Initial architecture view</td>
<td>Primary metadata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search learning contents</td>
<td>Educators/Development team</td>
<td>Objectives/Initial architecture view</td>
<td>Related contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate and adapt learning</td>
<td>Whole team</td>
<td>Related contents</td>
<td>Related contents approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create OER modules (from scratch)</td>
<td>Development team/Educators</td>
<td>Objectives/Initial architecture view</td>
<td>OER modules created</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish licensing policies</td>
<td>Educators/IP expert</td>
<td>OER modules created</td>
<td>Licensing chosen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate OER modules/sprint</td>
<td>Whole team</td>
<td>OER modules created</td>
<td>OER modules approved/Lessons learned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>execution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Educators and the development team should start identifying and gathering the primary metadata for the OER module. Metadata describe relevant characteristics of the OER, facilitating their reuse and recovery by search engines. When an OER has integrated metadata, any user can easily find it (Madden, 2010). The metadata specification must be standardized (such as Learning Resource Metadata Initiative: lrmi.net/about) to facilitate the reuse and discoverability of OER.

The team members should check for related contents to be reused to compose the OER. Levery (2012) argues it may be easier or more efficient to reuse and adapt existing contents than creating new ones. There are many places where contents can be searched. Materials from educators or colleagues can be used as starting points. On the other hand, the Internet provides facilities for searching online contents through different mechanisms including specialized search engines (e.g., OpenCourseware Consortium: oewconsortium.org), institutional repositories (e.g., ConneXions: cnx.org), digital libraries (e.g., OER Commons: oercommons.org), and many others.

While searching for related contents, specific issues need to be taken into consideration. An essential issue refers to the contents accessibility. Materials should be accessible and available in file formats that do not difficult their modification and conversion to other formats. Therefore, when searching for and selecting related contents some issues should be taken into consideration:

- Consider different search engines, databases and repositories. Some search engines incorporate a large number of databases; while others are dedicated to seeking specific media (open textbooks, presentations, images, audio/video). Be aware on the use of relevant keywords related to the subject. This should avoid that potentially relevant contents be not located by the search engines.
- Prioritize contents provided with little or no restriction regarding their (re)use and adaptation. Verify if the file formats used can be modified and tailored to the desired needs.
- Be aware on the licensing types used on the available contents. Some licenses do not allow modification or remix on the contents; while others require that reused materials be shared under the same license used by their owners.
- Make sure that the contents are from reliable sources, including institutions/organizations engaged with education, and renowned authors. Verify if the contents are associated with ranking system, and if they are recommended by users. This is a means of ensuring the quality of the contents.

After obtaining the contents, educators and reviewers need to evaluate whether they are appropriate for the OER purpose, before the development team modify, re-contextualize or adapt them. Some issues should be considered:

1. Analyze whether the contents found fit the didactic and pedagogical objectives of the OER.
2. Identify what are the weakness and shortcomings of the contents or whatever needs to be revised, changed or improved.
3. Define what has to be added or mixed with the contents, and what has to be created from “scratch” to compose the intended OER.
In many cases, it is necessary to develop an OER from “scratch”. In this context, the major difficulty is related to the reuse of third-party learning materials to produce something new. Regardless of reuse third-party material or not, an OER is designed and created by the development team through several and repetitive sprints, culminating with the delivery of small releases at the end of a sprint or small set of sprints.

Before starting to create the related contents, the team comes together with the active participation of users to create a JIT design (design storming). By incorporating practices of LD, the development team members refine and decompose the OER activities in simpler activities and atomic tasks, helping them to reflect upon one aspect of the design solution and how they can transform it for a more effective OER with embedded pedagogical design practices. The result culminates with the Learning Task View based on the Task Swimlane View of OULDI. This artifact maps individual learning activities to the components that need to be addressed by such activities:

1. Contents or tools involved in the activities.
2. Types of tasks to be performed by learners.
3. Roles of everyone involved in the learning intervention.

The development team creates the OER activities and contents which will compose the OER module, including any kind of content and activities such as open textbooks, html pages, lecture notes, audios/videos, images, animations, tests, among others.

The team members work in constant collaboration throughout development. New solutions and improvements could be highlighted through feedback provided by interactions and cooperations with educators and learners. The OER is reviewed and updated throughout the development. The team members constantly refactor (refactoring) their solution aiming to simplify and enhance it. They often integrate and link (continuous integration) all components that compose the OER produced.

The IP Expert is responsible for establishing the licensing policies to share the OER with others. OER implies the use of open licenses with little or no restriction. Open license enables sharing an OER without payment of a royalty or license fees.

When establishing the licensing policies of the OER the IP Expert should: (1) verify the authorship and intellectual property rights of third-part materials (when used); (2) decide how the OER will be available (for instance, if non-commercial use of work is allowed or not and if adaptations of work is allowed to be shared or not); and (3) choose the appropriate license taking into account items 1 and 2.

At the end of the sprint, the whole team comes together during the sprint review to discuss, evaluate and approve/disapprove the OER module produced within the sprint.

There are different characteristics which can be considered during an assessment program. In order to assist in the OERs evaluation we proposed a set of assessment criteria/ issues based on previous work (International Organization for Standardization, 2001; Leacock and Nesbit, 2007; JISC, 2010), classified into three categories:

1. Didactic-pedagogical, such as: (1) accuracy of the contents for the learning objectives; (2) relevance of the contents/fits for purpose; and (3) pedagogical design of materials.
2. Technical, such as: (1) interoperability; (2) accessibility; (3) usability; (4) discoverability; and (5) localisation/globalisation capabilities.
3. Legal, such as: (1) intellectual property and rights; and (2) open licenses policies for the contents.

We highlight that the criteria aforementioned can be used together or separately, depending on the purpose of the evaluation. Other criteria should be also defined and adopted to support the evaluation.

A set of activities should be conducted to evaluate and approve the work and artifacts produced in the current sprint. Different approaches should be considered such as: (1) users assessment, conducted by educators/specialists, learners, and others users; (2) peers review, conducted by academic staff, educators/specialists and others engaged with education; (3) individual assessment, conducted by educators/specialists within the team or institution/organization; and (4) external assessment, conducted by educators/specialists outside the team or external institution/organization.

Educators and learners (external reviewers can participate) are involved in verifying whether the learning pathways associated with the content contribute to the learning. Educators also analyze whether the type of content and activities, assessments, and tools are appropriate to the purpose of the OER, e.g., if they are aligned with the intended learning outcomes. The results gathered from the evaluations should be used as the basis for proposing changes and adding improvements for the next release of OER.

After the sprint review, the team come together to conduct the sprint retrospective to evaluate the overall sprint execution. The team should identify “what worked well” and “what did not work well” within the sprint. Then, the team should discuss about “what needs to change and improve” in the next sprints. Lessons learned and feedback from the evaluation should be analyzed, gathered, and used for changing and improving the following sprints, contributing to the continuous improvement process.

3.3.3. Sharing

The OER release should be provided to be used in a learning environment, and effective access to the release should be allowed according to its context. In Table 4 we summarize the steps of this phase, including the main participants, the input and/or support documents, and the outcomes and/or artifacts. Such steps are described next.

The OER release is delivered for use in a learning environment with a certain group of learners. This is critical to identify weaknesses and propose improvements. Educa-

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Input/output Documents</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deliver to a target audience</td>
<td>Educators</td>
<td>OER release</td>
<td>Learner’s experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make available in easily accessible locations</td>
<td>Development team</td>
<td>OER release</td>
<td>Available on platforms/repositories or stand-alone wikis/websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gather feedback and review</td>
<td>Educators/Development team</td>
<td>Released OER</td>
<td>Learner’s experience/User’s feedback/Weaknesses and shortcomings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tors need to provide support to learners in their activities and monitor their progress and achievements. Data about the learner’s experience should be collected and analyzed to improve the quality of the OER release.

Effective access to the OER should be through platforms, repositories, and institutional or stand-alone websites, including associated metadata and license with few or no restriction on its (re)use. Web 2.0 technologies and social software can be used as support such as, microblogging and social networking. Tools such as, Slideshare and Flickr, are accessible and easy mechanisms for sharing OERs. Other tools such as RSS Feeds are also useful, particularly to link related contents, as well to disseminate and facilitate access to the OER. The OER should also be available in CD/DVD formats, especially for users with Internet access limitations. The widely availability of OER allows other users (such as external educators and researchers) to reuse and adapt it to their own context and needs.

Educators should gather feedback from learner’s experience on the use of OER in a learning situation, as well as the feedback provided by others users. Possible changes and improvements should be analyzed and reviewed by the team and may be implemented in the further release.

Additionally, the team should review the OER release in order to identify mistakes, weaknesses and shortcomings. This includes the need to fix reported problems, perform small changes and adaptations, promote improvements or add new contents, activities, supporting materials or tools.

The AM-OER development cycle should be restarted whenever changes and adjustments are required to keep the OER up-to-date and improve its quality.

4. Applying AM-OER in the Software Testing Domain: An Experiment

In this study we describe an explanatory study based on experimentation. We conducted an experiment involving the development of a testing course to assess the applicability, effectiveness, efficiency and quality of the results produced by the usage of AM-OER.

Experiment represents an action to discover something unknown or testing a hypothesis involving the collection and analysis of data to provide “meaning” to the obtained data (Basili and Forest, 1999). We adopted an experiment to allow a more rigid control on the environment, and a more rigorous manipulation of the phenomenon we study. It can generate more concise results based on quantitative analysis, providing evidence of the validity of AM-OER to develop OERs. It can also allow the generalization of the results within a population, and the replication of the experiment.

4.1. Objectives

The overall objective of this experimental study was to assess the applicability, effectiveness and efficiency of AM-OER by comparing it with the AD-HOC method. In the
AD-HOC method, the development is informal, with no defined process and with no guidelines or instructions to guide the development of OERs.

To achieve the objective above we propose the following Research Questions (RQ):

- **RQ1.** How effective is AM-OER in the development of OERs compared to the AD-HOC method?
- **RQ2.** How efficient is AM-OER in the development of OERs compared to the AD-HOC method?
- **RQ3.** How much better are the results obtained by AM-OER compared to the AD-HOC method?

### 4.2. Hypotheses and Variables

Hypotheses are testable propositions made about a phenomenon we intend to test. They are formulated in null and alternative hypotheses. Null hypotheses ($H_0$) are the hypotheses we intend to reject:

1. The effectiveness of AM-OER is similar to the effectiveness of AD-HOC method → $H_0$: $\pi_{AM-OER^{Effe}} = \pi_{AD-HOC^{Effe}}$.
2. The efficiency of AM-OER is similar to the efficiency of AD-HOC method → $H_0$: $\pi_{AM-OER^{Effi}} = \pi_{AD-HOC^{Effi}}$.
3. The quality of the results of AM-OER is similar to the quality of the results of AD-HOC method → $H_0$: $\pi_{AM-OER^{Qual}} = \pi_{AD-HOC^{Qual}}$.

Alternative hypotheses ($H_1$) are hypotheses we expect to assume as true:

1. The effectiveness of AM-OER is higher than the effectiveness of AD-HOC method → $H_1$: $\pi_{AM-OER^{Effe}} \neq \pi_{AD-HOC^{Effe}}$ or $H_1$: $\pi_{AM-OER^{Effe}} > \pi_{AD-HOC^{Effe}}$.
2. The efficiency of AM-OER is higher than the efficiency of AD-HOC method → $H_1$: $\pi_{AM-OER^{Effi}} \neq \pi_{AD-HOC^{Effi}}$ or $H_1$: $\pi_{AM-OER^{Effi}} > \pi_{AD-HOC^{Effi}}$.
3. The quality of the results of AM-OER is higher than the quality of the results of AD-HOC method → $H_1$: $\pi_{AM-OER^{Qual}} \neq \pi_{AD-HOC^{Qual}}$ or $H_1$: $\pi_{AM-OER^{Qual}} > \pi_{AD-HOC^{Qual}}$.

The experiment configuration is shown in Fig. 3. The hypotheses are tested through independent and dependent variables. The independent variables or factors are the input data under control, and can be modified within the experiment. They include the methods used by both groups of subjects – the AM-OER and the AD-HOC methods.

Dependent variables are related to the results to be analyzed and interpreted after the execution of the experiment, being directly influenced by the independent variables. They include:

1. **Effectiveness**: measures the level in which a method can develop the planned OER.
2. **Efficiency**: measures the effort needed by each group of participants to develop and deliver the intended OER.
3. **Quality results**: measures the level in which a method achieves the percentage of compliance to quality attributes and desirable characteristics of the OER.
4.3. Subjects

We used a non-probability sampling by convenience to select the ten participants of the study. They include P.h.D students, educators and researchers from the Software Engineering and Computer applied to Education Groups of the Institute of Mathematics and Computer Sciences (ICMC) at University of São Paulo (USP).

The participants filled out a short questionnaire identifying their level of knowledge/experience in the topics related to the experiment. The results from experience were used to divide and compose the groups.

4.4. Experiment Design

We adopted a combination of “blocking” and “balancing” principles of design (Wohlin et al., 2000). Blocking is used to minimise undesired effects of the experiment whilst balancing is used to facilitate and strengthen the data analysis.

To minimise the effect of “experience” of the participants, we grounded them into two blocks, trying to create homogeneous groups according to the experience of each participant. The two groups are balanced in terms of the number of participants as well.

The experiment was characterised as one factor and two treatments. It compares two treatments (AM-OER and AD-HOC methods) against each other in the development of an OER. Both groups develop the same OER related to the software testing domain, but each one uses a different treatment.

4.5. Statistical Methods

The sampled data was tabulated and graphically displayed, facilitating their visualisation and understanding. Descriptive statistics, including quartiles measures, were obtained to
give an overview of how the set of data was distributed. The sampled data was displayed graphically by box-plot to show the discrepancy between the data.

The next step was to test the set of hypotheses established for the experiment. By testing the hypotheses two types of errors can occur:

1. First, when the alternative hypothesis $H_0$ is rejected, but it is true. This type of error is characterised as Error I. The probability of this type of error can be evaluated as: $\alpha = P(\text{Error I}) = P(H_0 \text{ is rejected} | H_0 \text{ is true})$.

2. Second, when $H_0$ is accepted, but it is false. This type of error is characterised as Error II. The probability of this type error can be evaluated as: $\beta = P(\text{Error II}) = P(H_0 \text{ is not rejected} | H_0 \text{ is false})$.

From the aforementioned, we need to establish the levels of significance of the errors. In this experiment we adopted the usual practice of admitting a low value or level of significance for both errors: $\alpha = 0.5$, and $\beta = 0.5$.

To verify if the sampled data followed a normal distribution we used the Shapiro-Wilk Normality Test Shapiro and Wilk (1965), which is a method for normality test suitable for small set of data.

To test the hypotheses established for the experiment, we adopted the Chi-squared test Plackett (1983), a non-parametric method useful to compare proportions, i.e., the possible differences between the observed and expected frequencies for a certain event. In the R software (R Project, 1993) there is a function `prop.test()` for this purpose.

4.6. OER on Software Testing

The OER developed in the experiment was a software testing course, covering a brief overview of functional testing (black-box), and equivalence partitioning testing and boundary values analysis criteria (Myers, 2004). Each group had five hours to produce such OER. Following we summarize the main phases and activities for the development of such course by the group using the AM-OER.

4.6.1. Kickoff: Defining Objectives and Overall Structure for the Course

At the beginning of the project, the educator within the group specified the general goals and learning objectives of the course. The general goals were to provide students an overview of the functional testing, and show how such technique can be applied in the software construction. The learning objectives to be achieved at the end of the course were:

- Students will discuss and describe the fundamentals of functional testing.
- Students will be able to explain and distinguish the two major functional testing criteria: partitioning functional testing and boundary values analysis.
- Students will be able to apply the partitioning functional testing and boundary values analysis, and to argue and defend both criteria.

In Fig. 4 we show the Initial Architecture View, summarising the overall structure including the main components needed to the course. It includes the contents covered by
the course, the assessments criteria to evaluate learning, and the mechanisms supporting communication and collaboration during the learning intervention. This structure is specific to the AM-OER method, not being produced by using an AD-HOC method.

The target audience of the course includes undergraduate students in Computer Science and related areas such as Computer Engineering. The course is a full class within a software testing course with an expected duration of three hours and a half. Students are supported both physically and online. As prerequisites and experience, the students must have basic skills on fundamentals of programming and software testing.

Contents covered by the course include lessons, guidelines, examples, supporting materials and specification and implementation of a program named Cal

\[1\] This program is about a Calendar, wherein the user can obtain a calendar for a particular month and/or year.

4.6.2. Development: Designing, Creating and Evaluating the Learning Structure and Related Contents and Activities

The participants get together to discuss and think about the overall learning structure for the course. A Learning Structure View was created (Fig. 5), mapping the learning activities that students take part (such as brainstorm the functional testing criteria) with intended learning outcomes (such as demonstrate knowledge and critical understanding on fundamentals of functional testing), content (such as Cal program specification/Cal program implementation), tools (such as framework xUnit), and assessment activities (such as essay summarising discussion).
During the course development, the learning structure was refined to visualise the flow of course activities and to determine the tasks that students need to perform to achieve the intended learning outcomes. A sketch of this refinement is represented by the Learning Tasks View (Fig. 6). A simple learning activity (*design and execute*....)
test cases using functional testing criteria) from the Learning Structure View was broken down into simple and atomic tasks (such as design test cases using boundary values analysis and execute test cases) together with related contents, tools and assessments.

In comparison to the AD-HOC method, the definition and mapping of the learning structure and activities of the course through the Learning Structure View and Learning Tasks View represent activities specifically related to the AM-OER method.

The contents needed for the course were created, reviewed and integrated with other components of the course. Contents include html pages/text documents, lessons/lecture notes, images and video. In Fig. 7 we illustrate one of the learning assessment activities proposed for students, consisting of a practical activity involving the design and implementation of partitioning functional criteria.

At the end of the project, all components of the course were evaluated by the educator and learners within the group. The evaluation activities were performed according to the criteria/aspects considered in the AM-OER method. Feedback obtained was gathered and used to improve the whole course.

The OER on software testing course developed are available under the Creative Commons License – Attribution Non-Commercial Share Alike 4.0 International (Creative Commons, 2013). The course was provided to graduate students in Computer Science at the University of São Paulo (ICMC/USP).

The data collected and feedback obtained from participants were also used to refine and improve the latest version of AM-OER.

Fig. 7. OER on software testing: assessment activity.
5. Analysis and Results

In Fig. 8 we show the results obtained by each group using their respective method, displayed by box-plots representing the sample data in three quartiles:

1. Lower Quartile (Q1): the value representing a quarter of the sample data.
2. Median Quartile (Q2): the value representing the median of the sample data.
3. Upper Quartile (Q3): the value representing three quarters of the sample data.

The box-plots also show the minimum and maximum values of the sample, ranging from 50 to 100%. In the sample, AM-OER achieved a better result between 80 and 100%.

5.1. RQ1. How Effective is AM-OER in the Development of OERs Compared to the AD-HOC Method?

RQ1 aimed at assessing the effectiveness of AM-OER compared to the AD-HOC method. It is related to the OER module “planned” to be developed and to the OER module actually “developed” and “delivered” at the end of the experiment.

Effectiveness is given by \( \sum (x_i/y_i) \times 100 \), \( i = 1\ldots n \), where \( x_i \) represents the average percentage of requirements fulfilled by each method, whilst \( y \) represents the requirement planned to be fulfilled.

The results show that AM-OER obtained 86.2% against 65% of the AD-HOC method. We intended to test the hypotheses for effectiveness. As we are working with proportional sampling (both sample are presented as percentage), test for proportion (\( \pi_p \)) is indicated. To test both samples for equality proportions we used the R software (R Project, 1993).
By admitting a low value or level of significance as $\alpha = 0.5$ at a 95% percentage confidence interval, the result was $p$-value $= 0.000882$. There is a statistical significance when the $p$-value is lower than the level of significance ($\alpha$) established for the study.

From the results, we rejected the null hypothesis $\rightarrow H_0: \pi_{AM-OER\text{Effi}} = \pi_{AD-HOC\text{Effi}}$ and accepted the alternative hypothesis $\rightarrow H_1: \pi_{AM-OER\text{Effi}} > \pi_{AD-HOC\text{Effi}}$. Then, we can statistically infer that the effectiveness of AM-OER is greater than the effectiveness of the AD-HOC method.

5.2. RQ2. How Efficient is AM-OER in the Development of OERs Compared to the AD-HOC Method?

RQ2 aimed at assessing the efficiency of AM-OER compared to the AD-HOC method. It is related to the OER module “developed” and the “time” spent to do the work. Actually, the results of RQ1 and RQ2 are dependent on each other. To obtain RQ2 we used the results from RQ1 plus the time.

Efficiency is given by $\sum \left( \frac{x_i}{y_i} \right)$, $i = 1...n$, where $x_i$ represents the average percentage of requirements fulfilled by groups on each method, whilst $y_i$ represents the time (in hours) spent by them.

The results for efficiency show that AM-OER obtained 0.86 against 0.73 of AD-HOC. The higher value obtained, the greater the efficiency. We intended to test the hypotheses established for efficiency. With a level of significance of $\alpha = 0.5$ at a 95% percentage confidence interval, the obtained result was $p$-value $= 0.03556$.

From the results, we rejected the null hypothesis $\rightarrow H_0: \pi_{AM-OER\text{Effi}} = \pi_{AD-HOC\text{Effi}}$ and accepted the alternative hypothesis $\rightarrow H_1: \pi_{AM-OER\text{Effi}} > \pi_{AD-HOC\text{Effi}}$. Then, we can statistically infer that the efficiency of AM-OER is greater than the efficiency of the AD-HOC method.

5.3. RQ3. How Much Better are the Results Obtained by AM-OER Compared to the AD-HOC Method?

RQ3 aimed at assessing the quality of the results obtained by the groups on each method. This is carried out by a specialist from the University of São Paulo (USP), taking into account the percentage of compliance to quality attributes of OERs. They are derived from the main characteristics of an OER such as:

1. Contents fitness for purpose.
2. Contents accurate and readable.
3. Adherence to open technical standards.
5. Accessible and modifiable formats.
6. Facility for repurpose and reuse.
7. Well-defined open licensing policies, among others.
In Fig. 9 we show the percentage obtained by each method through box-plots. The box-plot of AM-OER shows the results are closer to 80% and 100%, ranging from 50% (minimum value) to 100%. On the other hand, the box-plot of AD-HOC shows a higher variation, ranging from 0% to 100%.

We intended to test the hypotheses for quality results. With a level of significance of $\alpha = 0.5$ at a 95% percentage confidence interval, the result was $p\text{-value} = 0.0006052$.

From the results, we rejected the null hypothesis $H_0: \pi_{AM-OER}^{\text{Qual}} = \pi_{AD-HOC}^{\text{Qual}}$ and accepted the alternative hypothesis $H_1: \pi_{AM-OER}^{\text{Qual}} > \pi_{AD-HOC}^{\text{Qual}}$. Then, we can statistically infer that the quality of the results obtained by AM-OER is greater than the quality of the results obtained by the AD-HOC method.

### 5.4. Applicability of AM-OER

To explore the applicability of AM-OER in the development of OERs we investigated a set of research questions covering three perspectives: (1) appropriateness/usefulness: the level in which the method offers adequate support and guide the development of OERs; (2) ease of use: the level in which the method is easy to be used, especially by non-specialist in the development of OERs; and (3) satisfaction: the level in which the participants wish to use the method in future projects and would recommend it.

According to the results, all answers for the research questions covering the perspectives aforementioned were between “4 – Partially agree” and “5 – Strongly agree” (in a scale from “1 – Strongly disagree” to “5 – Strongly agree”). The results show a tendency of the acceptance of AM-OER in the development of OERs. However, other assessments must be conducted in order to provide more consistent results.
The participants provided suggestions for changes and enhancements to the AM-OER method, particularly regarding the identification of the learning needs for the course. They argued that this step was not enough clear, requiring a more objective and detailed explanation on how to perform it. The participants also reported the difficulty and effort needed to find related contents with open and/or compatible licenses, which may hinder the reuse third-part materials during the development process.

The data collected and feedback obtained from participants were used to refine and improve the latest version of AM-OER.

5.5. Threats to Validity

Some issues that may affect and impact the analysis and interpretation of the results were:

- **Learning**: the participants may have difficulty in using AM-OER method. We have tried to minimize this effect by conducting an appropriate training covering the main characteristics, practices and activities of AM-OER method. All training materials were shared with the participants. Besides that, they received all instructions needed to develop their tasks.

- **Conformance to the original study**: there may be a discrepancy between the training step and the original study. We have carefully planned the time of the training development tasks in accordance with the time needed for the development tasks of the experiment.

- **Environment of the experiment**: the environment must be suitable for the experiment. We conducted the experiment in laboratory with no external interference and adequately furnished with computer and Internet access.

- **Experience of participants**: the level of experience of participants could influence in the validation. Before the experiment, participants were asked to answer a questionnaire about their level of experience, covering the subjects involved in the experiment. From this, we have tried to create homogeneous groups with similar levels of experience on the subjects.

- **Time for the experiment**: the time allocated to the experiment was short due to the unavailability of participants, usually involved with other activities. In this case, we established a simple and short module suitable to be developed in the experiment. Only one five hours sprint could seem as the application of waterfall (Royce, 1970) instead of an agile method. However, in the sprint of our experiment, all phases were performed together, with the active participation and collaboration between the participants. The module was defined, designed, created and evaluated during the sprint and, then, delivered to a target audience.

- **Number of participants**: the number of participants of the experiment is relatively small and may not adequately reveal the applicability and effectiveness of the AM-OER to support the development of OERs. Currently, we are working to replicate and plan new experiments with a large number of participants.
6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we established and applied an agile method for the design and creation of OERs (AM-OER). The AM-OER method differs from other general approaches for the development of learning materials, by proposing and adapting agile practices from Software Engineering in combination with Learning Design practices from OULDI to the context of OERs development. Pedagogical design practices are embedded in the OERs development process, improving quality and facilitating reuse and adaptation.

AM-OER aims to fill the gap regarding the lack of systematic and flexible approaches focused on the development of OERs (Petrides et al., 2008; Sclater, 2009; OPAL, 2011; Arimoto and Barbosa, 2012). AM-OER promotes flexibility for accommodating changes and improvements throughout the development. An OER can be modified, repurposed and evolved according to the needs that emerge during the development, minimizing its cost and impact. AM-OER prioritizes the cooperation and collaboration of those involved in the process. The active participation of educators and learners is encouraged throughout the process. Such characteristics help to reduce the development time and effort, promoting an effective production process for a sustainable supply of OERs.

The empirical assessment conducted to validate AM-OER has shown the effectiveness and efficiency of the method in the design and creation of OERs. The obtained results also have shown the method is useful and easy to use. Despite the lack of experience of some participants, the results indicated the AM-OER can be used by non-specialists in the development of OERs.

In the experiment we have only compared AM-OER with an AD-HOC method because our first intention was to assess the feasibility and applicability of the proposition of an agile method for the development and delivery of OERs. As future work, we are planning to compare AM-OER with more systematic methods, including plan-driven methods such as waterfall (Royce, 1970).

The experiment considered a small number of participants, which may affect the representativeness of the sample data. New empirical assessment studies with a large number of participants should be conducted to validate AM-OER, including the development of OERs applied to other learning contexts. The idea is to develop and provide OERs for teaching and training in a variety of areas and knowledge domains. A theoretical framework to support the assessment of OERs should be defined as well.
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